Vacuum Control Motor — Panel/Floor Door

Removal

1. Remove the floor duct panel.
   - Remove the pushpins and release the expander clip.

2. Remove the RH instrument panel brace.
   1. Remove the nut.
   2. Remove the bolt.
   3. Remove the brace.

3. Remove the LH instrument panel lower nut and position the brace aside.
4. Remove the three bolts and position the module aside.

5. Remove the floor duct.
   1. Remove the two screws (one each side).
   2. Remove the floor duct.

6. **NOTE:** Rotate the vacuum control motor to disconnect the vacuum control motor rod from the panel/floor door.

   Remove the panel/floor door vacuum control motor.
   1. Disconnect the vacuum line connector.
   2. Remove the screws.
3. Slide the rod out of the door and remove the panel/floor door vacuum control motor.

**Installation**

1. To install, reverse the removal procedure.